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PREFIXES (1)  

A prefix is a letter or combination of letters which is added before a 
word to change its meaning. Here are some common prefixes. 

Prefix Meaning Example Prefix Meaning Example 
un- not unhelpful mal- bad malnutrition 
in- not incomplete inter- between interactive 
im- not impossible trans- across transcontinental
il- not illegal ex- former ex-wife 
ir- not irregular extra- beyond extraordinary 
non- not non-fiction re- again rewrite 
dis- reverse disconnect semi- half semi-final 
mis- wrong misunderstand

PRACTICE 

A. Fill in each gap with an appropriate word from the list. 

disrespectful - misplace - non-innocent - unsafe - inappropriate - unfortunately 

Playing games online can be a fantastic pastime for young people. However, if it is not well 

monitored, it can be extremely 1) __________________ for a child. To begin with, some 

gaming sites may be very 2) __________________of other people's religious beliefs or cultural 

backgrounds and seek to distort history. Also, there are, 3) __________________ some adults 

who have a 4) __________________ interest in children, and will use gaming as a means of 

grooming them. They may encourage young people to engage in 5) __________________ 

behaviour for rewards or favours. Young people often 6) __________________ their trust and 

don't understand enough about the risks. 

B. Put the words in brackets into the correct form.  

Parents should do their best to sensitize their children. For example, if anyone asks them to 

do something 1) __________________ (legal) or that makes them feel 2) __________________ 

(comfortable), they should tell a trusted adult or report their suspicions to the authorities. 

Furthermore, the actions of some adults are surprisingly 3) __________________ (responsible) 

and not all 4) __________________ (interested). It is very easy for 5) __________________ 

(appropriate) images to be shared around a number of phones, changed and even put online, 

where it is 6) __________________  (possible) to get them back.  
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Self-test  

C. Fill in each gap with an appropriate word from the list.  

untidy - illegible - semi-finals - internationally - irrelevant - isobey - rebuilt 

1. After the earthquake, the town was slowly__________________  . 

2. She is such an __________________   person; her room is always really messy. 

3. This exam gives you an __________________   recognised degree. 

4. If you __________________   your parents, you're going to be in big trouble. 

5. We couldn't attend the __________________   because all the tickets had been sold out. 

6. Her handwriting is really bad. It's practically __________________   

7. The seminar was a waste of time because a lot of the information was__________________   

D. Put the words in brackets into the correct form. 

1. European countries are complaining about __________________  (legal) immigration. 

2. Concord, the __________________   (Atlantic) supersonic plane, stopped flying on 26 

November 2003. 

3. Even after their divorce, Linda has remained on good terms with her __________________ 

(husband). 

4. According to the US constitution, Bill Clinton couldn't be __________________  (elected) 

for a third time. 

5. I dropped my glasses, but they didn't break because they are __________________  

(breakable). 

6. Don't smoke here, please. This compartment is for __________________  (smokers).  

7. John doesn't have any friends because he is __________________  (loyal). 
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 Prefixes 1 
A.  

1. unsafe  
2. disrespectful  
3. unfortunately  
4. non-innocent  
5. inappropriate  
6. misplace 

B.  

1. illegal  
2. uncomfortable  
3. irresponsible  
4. disinterested  
5. inappropriate  
6. impossible  

C.  

1. rebuilt  
2. untidy  
3. internationally  
4. disobey  
5. semi-finals  
6. illegible  
7. irrelevant 

D.  

1. illegal  
1. transatlantic  
2. ex-husband  
3. reelected  
4. unbreakable  
5. non-smokers  
6. disloyal 

  


